Grade 8 through 10 English Language Arts Teacher

The Schools:

Founded in Vancouver in 2003, Pacific Torah Institute is part of the Chofetz Chaim tradition in offering exceptional religious education to boys grades 8 through 12 as well as a post secondary Beis Medrash program. Its sister school, Shalhevet High School started in 2007 to offer a similar excellent religious education to boys. Both schools are fully accredited and pair the Orthodox Jewish learning with a rigorous secular education following the BC Ministry of Education curriculum. All learners leave with a Dogwood Certificate and the skills necessary to succeed in University and beyond. Our mission for both schools is provide forward thinking education in line with the revised BC curriculum to empower learners not only with the language arts skills, but also endow them with confidence and efficacy.

The Position:

We are currently seeking a grade 8 through 10 English teacher to design and deliver a top notch language arts curriculum. The grades 8 & 9 classes are combined at both schools for a total of 4 blocks of teaching, FTE: .60. An ideal, experienced candidate may also have the opportunity to teach English 11 & 12, FTE: 0.90.

We're looking for someone who:

✔ is looking to push the boundaries of what is possible in the classroom;
✔ wants to develop relationships with learners and nurture them through the language arts learning through their middle and high school years;
✔ will exercise judgment as a professional;
✔ will work independently and responsibly in the classroom;
✔ is accountable and will work well with individualized teacher support;
✔ and will work with other teachers across the curriculum.

Candidates must have:

– BC Teaching Certificate.
– Practicum with English language arts as primary or secondary teaching area.

Priority will be given to candidates with:

– an undergraduate degree in English, other relevant experience considered,
– prior teaching experience.
– First aid training.

Equivalent or successful teaching experience in the area to be taught.

Please email your CV to ccameron@ptibc.org and include the following documents:

Cover letter
Resume including contact information
Copy BC Teaching Certificate
Copies of university transcripts
Copies of practicum reports
2 letter of recommendation
Any other supporting documents or certificates

Thank-you for your interest in teaching at Pacific Torah Institute and Shalhevet Girls High School. Please note that only those candidates chosen for interviews will be contacted.